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Superdiversity: A Beginning

Steve Vertovec (2007) Race and Ethnic Relations

• New patterns of mobility/diversification

• Argue for a new approach (set of assumptions 
shaping research techniques/concepts)

Super = superceding or moving on 
from past patterns (Vertovec)



Superdiversity: 
Who Uses It? (Vertovec)

• 325 journal publications
– 21 different disciplines (socio-linguistics)

• Scale (world country city)

• Synonym (= diversity)

Call for re-assessment as new 
complexities



Superdiversity: More Ethnicity?

• Additional ethnicities/immigrant diversity

• More languages/religions

But Vertovec deeply critical of this 
approach

Ethnicity + mobility + gender + legal 
status + age + ability



Superdiversity: 
What Should It Focus On?

Complexity of social organisation and 
interaction

–Non-linear trajectory of migration

–More transitory/more churn

–Multiple complex identities

–New forms/expressions of social organisation



New Approaches Are Required

…over the last decades, the social, cultural 
and political landscapes of diversity are 
changing radically but we still use old maps to 
orientate ourselves.

In other words, my main thesis is this: we do 
not even have the language through which 
contemporary superdiversity in the world can 
be described, conceptualised, understood, 
explained and researched. 

(Ulrich Beck, 2011)



Investigating Superdiversity: 
The Everyday

• Everyday multiculturalism/multiculture

• Conviviality 

• Cosmopolitanism

• Stranger/ness

…attempts to understand complex 

relations and organisations including 

everyday interaction (Vertovec)



Superdiversity in Settler Societies: 
A Different Superdiversity?

• Original occupants/notions (indigeneity)

• Immigration as critical to building modern 
state/society (active recruitment)

• Group rights and state recognition of 
ethnic plurality (ethnic recognition)



New Anxieties, Old Politics

Gig economy
– Deindustrialisation 

– Automation of tasks/jobs

– Low productivity + low paid

– Casualisation + precariousness

– Wage stagnation

Populist explanations: 

Globalisation + (unrestricted) immigration 

USA: Industrial decline
– Manufacturing

– Coal mining

– Iron and steel

– Textiles

– Car manufacturing





Representational Politics

• Suspicion of political elites

• Failure of liberal/left wing politics

• Anti-globalisation + anti-immigrant 
politics

Coherent and compelling analysis of 
contemporary capitalism and globalisation 
plus internal socio-economic impacts.
(see John Gray, “The Closing of Liberal Mind”, November 2016)







Superdiversity in Aotearoa: 
Superceding Colonial Models
• Nation-building project (racial/national 

ambitions)

• Traditional source countries

• Colonial politics/regulations

• De-hyphenated nation-state (international 
ambitions)

• Diverse source countries 

• Deregulated/re-regulation (economic 
drivers)





Conceptual Frame That Makes 
Sense of Aotearoa/NZ? 

• Superdiversity in Aotearoa

• Encompassing complexity

• Diversity (rather than multiculturalism)

• Rangatiratanga and inclusivity




